2020 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Strategic aim #1:
To provide an innovative, child centred and researched based bilingual learning environment, where students are achieving and making accelerated progress in
relation to the national standards and their individual learning success, with a focus on collaboration (mahi ngātahi), hauora and self-regulated learning
(rangatiratanga).
Annual aim:
To accelerate targeted student outcomes, learning and teaching in digital technologies and Māori language ability.
Baseline data:
Māori Language:
NZCER Te Reo Māori adaptive test
Room 5-(excluding extension group) 0.43 stage gains, Room 6-(excluding extension group) 0.14 stage gains, Room 7-(excluding extension group) 0.37 stage gains
Extension group- 1.125 stage gains (Two of which have achieved the highest stage possible with 2 and 3 stage gains.)
Reading targets:
1-25.4% of boys are ‘below curriculum level’
2-30.5% of pasifika students are ‘below curriculum level’ with 8.3% above, this is our lowest group. Second language is a main reason for this, however it is an area
of concern/focus.
Writing target:
1-24.8% of students are below their curriculum level. Target groups are being formed to help with our writing statistics. Each class will have a target group in
writing.
Mathematics target:
1-26.3% of students are ‘below curriculum level’ which is the highest of our three focus areas.
Other Curriculum Area Targets:
-To develop our digital technologies curriculum building on from our digital fluency learning.
-Increase Māori Language ability / achievement overall
Student achievement targets in Reading
1 – For boys who are below the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be above
standard.
2 – For pasifika students who are below or at the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand
Curriculum to be above standard.
Student achievement targets in Writing
1 -For those students who are below standard to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the use of the ALL
programme and increased use of drama and storytelling.
Student achievement targets in Mathematics (whole school focus)
1- For the students who are below the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be
above standard.

Actions to achieve targets
Accelerate targeted student outcomes
-Increase knowledge and achievement in mathematics.
-Embed learning in the arts and accelerate students in the area.
-Target students and priority students identified and targets made for them by all teachers. Data feed
to the board monthly. (national priorities- reading/writing/mathematics).
-All ‘at risk’ students to have ILP created and used.
-Focus on priority learners effectively through using our CaAP tool to choose appropriate interventions
for students including ALL (Accelerating Literacy Learning) school wide.
-Continue to develop GATE programme and monitoring.
- Increase pasifika support (resources and staffing)
To develop our digital technologies curriculum building on from our digital fluency learning.
-Prepare for and begin teaching the digital technologies curriculum.
-Maintain optimum device ratio.
Increase Māori Language ability / achievement overall
-Increase amount and importance of the Māori language as treaty partners by increasing instruction of
and in te reo Māori (Level 4a/4b for years 2-8, Level 5 for years 1). 30minute explicit teaching and
15minutes natural use.
-Establish a new extension te reo Māori group for GATE learners in Māori and to those of Māori
descent. The group will support and increase language use in the school.

Led by

Budget

Timeframe

D.P. / PLD provider
Within School Leader (WSL)
Principal, all staff

PLD
$2000
$30 p/s

Term 1-4
Term 1-4
Term 1-4

D.P.
Principal
Principal
Staff support teacher

Term 1-4
Term 1-4
$15000

Principal, PLD provider
Principal
Principal, WSL
Principal

Term 1-4
Term 1-4
Term 1-2
Term 1 and 4

Release

Term 1-2
Term 4

Summary
Accelerate targeted student outcomes
Data/Evidence:
Better Start tier two (part of reading and writing acceleration)
-This is an area we really wanted as a BOT to examine. Tier two had been successful in the pilot with the university but could we replicate it with our own
intervention. The problem this year is we ran it alongside reading recovery, so, as not to waste the opportunity, students would go to reading recovery as a priority.
However, the acceleration of better start tier two was steeper. Please see attached individually analysed data to see the gains being made. Holding these gains were
shown through the data on the pilot with the university so we are confident, but will continue to track these students in the programme. See file ‘Better Start Tier
Two Analysis’.
Reading targets:
1-25.4% of boys are ‘below curriculum level’
2-30.5% of pasifika students are ‘below curriculum level’ with 8.3% above, this is our lowest group. Second language is a main reason for this, however it is an area
of concern/focus.
Student achievement targets in Reading
1 – For boys who are below the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be above
standard.
Data/Evidence:
With a total number increase in boys, we saw a reduction in 1.5% (25.4%-23.9%) but with a reduction of 1.5 children per year group below the curriculum level
showing targeted acceleration. A noticeable group was the year 8s who moved from 5 students below to 1 over the year.
2 – For pasifika students who are below or at the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand
Curriculum to be above standard.
Data/Evidence:
2019
2020
A drop of 30.5% or 11/36 below curriculum levels to 16.2% or 6/37. An increase to those above with 8.3% or 3 students to 13.5% or 5 students.
Writing target:
1-24.8% of students are below their curriculum level. Target groups are being formed to help with our writing statistics. Each class will have a target group in
writing.
Student achievement targets in Writing
1 -For those students who are below standard to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum through the use of the ALL
programme and increased use of drama and storytelling.
Data/Evidence:
As writing target groups and storytelling/movie making were able to happen this year, we did see an improvement in this area with a move to 19.7% below or
80.3% above standard. All teachers ran an acceleration ALL programme in their classes over a term with good results.

Mathematics target:
1-26.3% of students are ‘below curriculum level’ which is the highest of our three focus areas.
Student achievement targets in Mathematics (whole school focus)
1- For the students who are below the national curriculum level to make more than one year’s progress in accordance with the New Zealand Curriculum to be
above standard.
Data/Evidence:
With the push back of Mathematics PLD to 2021, we saw little change here. 28.5% below the national curriculum levels. Taking into account the Year 8 group that
left only had two students below average (15% of that cohort) compared to the 7 year one students (40% of that cohort) coming into the school. The percentages
would be almost exactly the same.
To develop our digital technologies curriculum building on from our digital fluency learning.
Data/Evidence:
Due to the rapid onset of Covid, our planning for implementing the digital curriculum was delayed and switched for a digital fluency PLD to assist teachers prepare
for online learning. Teachers learnt how to use Google Sites as a website to post work, Google Meet as a video conferencing system alongside many apps like
sunshine readers, Seesaw, Mathletics and Reading Eggs to plan learning. During term three, teachers worked with Emma Planika to continue to develop in the
digital technologies curriculum.
-More devices purchased and broken ones fixed. We have moved to named devices to help with germ containment and login issues in the juniors.
We have had a further session each in term 3 with Emma and she is to run a further session each and a staff meeting around Computational thinking and Designing
and Developing digital outcomes
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Unfortunately we did not have enough time to form a digital technologies strategic plan. This has been booked in early 2021.
-We need to upskill and use the Spheros we were fortunate enough to receive via grants.
-Develop progress outcomes as a means to assess.
Increase Māori Language ability / achievement overall
Data/Evidence:
PLD / Leadership
To ensure continued development in the school in this area, the BOT approved the Study Award of Poupou Reo o Tahu for the
principal. The higher the ability of the children will be directly determined by the ability of the teacher. During term three he
was in a full immersion environment learning a place based and Kāi Tahu based curriculum. He reflected on the last three
years of Māori development of himself, the school and the Kāhui and ideas for the future. These were presented to the group,
Kāi Tahu representatives and Ministry of Education representatives. Dallas has come back at a level 6 of the Ahu o te Reo
learning progression so has raised his capabilities and knowledge when consulting and working with iwi. During the course,
he also connected and joined the cultural lead workshops provided by Matauraka Mahaanui for Kāhui Ako cultural leads.
Discussion/Recommendations:

- This PLD has been offered to three other staff members for 2021. We hope this will raise teachers’ knowledge of culture and
language to a higher level in their rooms. Connections have been made with Kohanga Reo for support for the other three
teachers who will still be at school in 2021 and they are enrolled in Te Ahu o te Reo for 2021 to lift all staff competency.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Data/Evidence:
NCER data
In 2019 we looked closely at data from NZCER to determine strengths and weaknesses in our
programmes. However, the repeat of testing done in term three this year was unfortunately after a
lockdown and before many initiatives that occurred in term four. The data is very similar the as the
previous year in all areas of survey, this could be due to being only one full term’s work in the time
period at school. The only difference that stood out was an improvement in the questions related to
Marae, no doubt due to the first visit in 7 or 8 years to a marae this year. This was to Rāpaki and was a
great chance to visit a close Marae. Next year we aim to take students to Tuahiwi, whose takiwā we are
in. We are still under the national norm in this case, so will be great for all of us to visit the marae on a
regular occasion.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Although this test is made for non-bilingual schools, with the scores of the students, I feel we could
use it one more year to have a third year comparison and due to us starting bilingual teaching later in
the year. From there, due to the professional development. We will form an OTJ for the curriculum
levels, similar to the English progressions as our basis of assessment.

Strategic aim #2:
The community of St Anne’s Catholic School are actively encouraged and empowered to live their faith through their actions (manaakitanga,
whakawhanaungatanga).
Annual aim:
To develop a community that encourages and facilitates the development of a personal relationship with Jesus Christ who reveals the transforming love and truth
of the living God.
Baseline data:
Two staff members need to complete the paper ‘Understanding the Old Testament’.
Student involvement in weekend masses is minimal. They have the opportunity to be involved as altar servers and in the school choir.
Targets:
- Increase involvement of whānau in prayer life and develop student confidence with proclaiming their faith.
- Increase students and teachers knowledge in Catholic doctrine.
- Provide opportunities for spiritual development for all members of the school community.
- Develop a strong parish/school relationship, working alongside our new priests.
- Increase the amount of te reo Māori in prayer.
-Increase involvement of students in the sacraments (especially through Mass in the weekend) by providing opportunities, supporting sacraments, developing
skills that can be used during them (reading ability and singing ability (choir).
Actions to achieve targets
Encounter with Christ -Te Tūtaki ki a te Karaiti
-Increase PD hours and knowledge by either completing or supporting staff completing ‘Understanding the Old
Testament’.
-Increase involvement of students and whānau at Mass through increasing ability and confidence in reading and
through developing the confidence and regularity of the school choir.
-Increase involvement of whānau in prayer life through fortnightly prayer assemblies run by each class.
-Staff/BOT to be involved in a diocesan spiritual renewal programme. Advertise and encourage whanau to
attend.
-CYT to provide retreat opportunities for senior class.
-‘Faith team’ to have more opportunities for spiritual development.
-Continue weekly class masses and regularly invite parish priests to be involved in classroom learning
programmes.
- Implement revised Peer Mediation Programme.
- Increase amount of te reo Māori used in classroom prayers through learning a range of Māori prayers,
responses and waiata.
Christian Witness - Te Whakaatu Karaitiana
-Continue relationships with our preschools.
-Continue radio broadcasting. Work with students to refine script and add more prayer and hymns from classes
into the broadcast.
-Create a songbook of songs the students know to choose from for class masses.

Led by

Budget

Timeframe

DRS

Terms 1-2

Principal, DRS

Terms 1-4

All teachers

Terms 1-4

Principal, DRS

Terms 1-2

DRS
DRS
All teachers

Terms 1-2
Terms 1-4
Terms 1-4

DRS
All teachers

Term 1
Terms 1-4

Principal
Principal

Terms 1-4
Terms 1-4

DRS

Term 1

Summary
See 2020 Special Character Review Document
Data/Evidence:
- In ‘Review of Progress and Actions’ column.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- In ‘Next Steps’ column
Note: This document was formed and updated throughout the year by the Director of Religious Studies and the Principal, it has been approved by the Board of
Trustees at the end of 2020 and sent to the Bishop.

Strategic aim #3:
To have an actively involved school, parish and parent community that values, nurtures and is involved with students’ learning and hauora through effective
engagement, personal development and communication (atawhai, kotahitanga).
Annual aim:
To increase the; mana of the means the school shares learning, relationships with other school communities and the way it addresses the Treaty of Waitangi.
Baseline data:
-At present we have on average four parents join our assemblies. Feedback from last year’s mini production was that children gained so much confidence and can
more events like this happen-parents. The same was said from children.
Māori use and knowledge data (from NZCER Taku Reo Student Survey):
Section: Speaking Māori at Home
This section has us at almost identical to national averages throughout the year groups. Family mainly never use and if so, sometimes. One or two in each survey use
often, which we assume, are motivated or Māori parents. The main thing that is bluntly obvious is that there is VERY LITTLE MĀORI USE AT HOME.
Section: Across the Whole School
In 5/7 of these cultural questions, we are out performing the national average by a significant amount. A little lower scores on average in year 4, possibly due to
question confusion. High responses, well above national norms in singing and speaking te reo Māori in assemblies, and pōwhiri to welcome people and signs in te
reo Māori not too bad (perhaps not 100% due to school sign being only in English. However, a few signs still exist that are not bilingual (reception, radio).
Low results: We are below norms in all age groups in ‘hearing Māori spoken in the playground’, this tells us, and they are learning and improving but not using much.
Also, really low results for speaking Māori with friends. This tells us, we need to do work on day-to-day use and simple phrases.
-Our CoL has split into three smaller groups due to the high number of schools in the CoL. We have only made contact with each other once since this occurred.
Targets:
-Develop a culture of the whakataukī ‘Kia kawea tātou e te rēhia’ through various events throughout the year.
-Create a genuine bicultural and bilingual environment at our school.
-Establish and strengthen our restructured community of learning.
Actions to achieve targets
Develop a culture of the whakataukī ‘Kia kawea tātou e te rēhia’ through various events throughout
the year.
-Create exciting performances and events to encourage our community to attend and be entertained.
-Continue to develop the students’ skills in presentation by use of the whare tapere that is being built.
Create a genuine bicultural and bilingual environment at our school.
-Introduce a new learning programme in the senior school that focuses on ‘day to day’ kōrero and tikanga.
-Continue and develop Māori readers programme that is part of home learning and other means to bring te
reo Māori into the home.
-Introduce to staff via PLD suitable ‘day to day’ kōrero and tikanga that they can bring to their classrooms.
-Visit preschools with students competent in Māori language, share learning and discuss pathways.
-Create bilingual prayer services in the classroom and church.
-Create a traditional based Māori ‘play and chill’ area around the tapere.
Establish and strengthen our restructured community of learning.
-Organise regular meetings and create a structure of communication.
-Share learning between schools through invitations to various events.

Led by

Budget

Timeframe

WSL / DRS
WSL / Principal

$2000

Terms 1-4
Terms 1-4

Principal/ WSL
WSL

Terms 1-4
Terms 1-4

Principal/ WSL
Principal
DRS
WSL / Principal

Terms 1-4
Term 1
Terms 1-4
Terms 1-4 + 2021

Principal
Principal

$?

Terms 1-4
Terms 1-4

Summary
Develop a culture of the whakataukī ‘Kia kawea tātou e te rēhia’ through various events throughout the year. (Let us be carried by entertainment)
Data/Evidence:
Movie
Throughout the year we, as a staff, we attempted to hold more events for our community. The aim to bring us together and to
give children confidence performing in front of a large group. Our production from 2019 gave us confidence that we could
produce this again to a wider scale. Unfortunately, with the arrive of Covid19 and its challenges, we opted, instead of
cancelling, to creating a movie. The movie was hard from the teachers’ perspectives as an element of speciality is part of
making professional movies. However, it allowed students an opportunity they have never had, which is to star in or help
produce a proper movie. Children grew in confidence and drama ability through repetitive takes and opportunities to
improve. Repeating takes allowed children to focus on elements of drama in more detail.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Whilst this opportunity was beneficial to students, we have discussed that we will do productions where possible to reduce
the workload of editing, or hiring someone to assist. A yearly opportunity will cover a range of students and allow
development in the arts (drama, art, music and oral language). Smaller opportunities exist for ‘movie making’ through
activities in class.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Data/Evidence:
GRIT Challenge / X Country
A long distance running race is not everyone’s cup of tea but the idea of a challenge or a race can cover two things. To keep
the element or rēhia into all things, we developed ‘the washing machine’ challenge. This had a double spiral causing students
to run in circles to the middle and back out. Children were adament they would run into each other, so classes spent time
understanding the shape. This led to great excitement to experience it. It also included mud, river crossings and a nature
scramble. The course was rēhia both for students and specators. Alongside this, we created a duathlon in Ferrymead over
hills including tough climbs and sharp corners. We had more students enter this year than last which is promising.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- We have covered shapes, mud, height and obstacles in the past to ensure rēhia. We will need to continue with challenges
that take courage and have not been experienced yet.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Data/Evidence:
Corporate Challenge
To establish a culture, staff need to be involved. We entered a Staff team in the Corporate Challenge Christchurch. Three
teachers and the principal were in the team and the feedback was it was great fun and we should do more things like it (from
the staff). The Facebook post had 34 likes and 3 community positive comments and 429 people reached, which is above
average.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- Participation of this kind is great at role modelling active participation and GRIT, our vision.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data/Evidence:
Sharing Assemblies
We ran these fortnightly and made them completely student led and run. It allowed many students to have a chance to share
work, sing or perform, and it also allowed many students to MC and use a microphone in the process.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- We will continue this as an opportunity to grow in confidence and for rēhia. Unfortunately, the ‘count’ of parents was low
due to the continual pressure of Covid. Instead we published via photos and videos on Facebook so parents could interact.
Alongside this we used Seesaw.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Data/Evidence:
Whare Tapere
In the past, every Māori village would have a whare tapere or performance area. This area was made this year and used when
it could be. The picture shows cultural dances and singing during Sāmoan Language Week. It had a formal Māori blessing
with many invited also.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- We aim to timetable events to use this resource next year, both for the school, community and Kāhui Ako. These events will
need to be booked in with advanced warning.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Create a genuine bicultural and bilingual environment at our school.
Data/Evidence:
Immersion / Māori contexts
After returning from PLD, Dallas spent time working with the three staff members who would be going to Poupou in 2021.
They developed rotation based learning, all using rēhia so students would see the way of learning positive. The three lots of
30 minute lessons were done using the Māori language alone. Unfortunately, the data from NZCER was done prior to the
term four changes and immersion trials. Feedback from staff and students was our only feedback. We aim for data based
proof in 2021.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- We found the shift from 30 minutes a day learning, to a full afternoon in a Māori only setting a reasonable jump. However,
we discussed it with the children who ‘warmed’ to it and felt a section at the beginning where the teacher could scaffold the
lesson in English was far more productive and gave the students more confidence. This was also suggested via Dallas’ mentor
(Māori) during observations. Teachers gained confidence in this trial of five weeks. The teachers will now increase their
knowledge in term one and come back with a strategy to develop this to a higher level.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Data/Evidence:
Visually Bilingual / Bicultural
The challenge was given to each teacher to create a mana ōrite environment meaning you could not tell what culture or
language the room values more, Māori or English. Displays have changed, posters have changed and although after regular
appraisals of this, it is not mana ōrite, it is far closer!
Discussion/Recommendations:

- The main set back in this aim is that the majority of posters and displays are often only made in English, it takes a lot longer
to find Māori based or Māori language resources of similar content, if it can be found it all. We are satisfied as a school that
this is aim is now a day to day expectation to attempt to meet.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Data/Evidence:
Pūnua Paho
Our first ever podcast/YouTube video was made fortnightly this year. It replaces the radio that we had as a way to get to
more families via our regular Facebook Page. Each week it would share learning, be bilingual in nature and have language
things families could do.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- In discussions regarding longitivity of this idea, we need to train up techies more to take the demand of the teacher. This
will also allow a GATE programme for some techies to advance their skills.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Establish and strengthen our restructured community of learning.
Data/Evidence:
MOU
An updated, and restructured MOU has been collated for the ministry and for our records. It confirms the structure of the Kāhui and the financial side. In this model,
the majority of funds are collected in one place. That way, a closer eye can be kept on the fund use, also allowing left over funds to benefit the Kāhui rather than be
absorbed by the school.
Achievement Challenges
This took some time, but strategic plans are and have been developed in hubs and as a full Kāhui Ako.
Structure / Positions
A third lead principal was appointed and four new across school leaders have been appointed.
Cultural Responsiveness
Dallas Wichman, Central / East Lead, was on Study Award in term with Kāi Tahu on the Poupou Reo o Tahu programme. A full immersion programme focusing on
Kāi Tahu history and understanding. He has formed a draft strategic plan for cultural responsiveness in the Kāhui alongside Matauraka Mahaanui and this was sent
out for thoughts and then developed into a more detailed map. Many schools have started this process already making connections with Mātauraka Mahaanui. Any
school wishing to join the journey of upskilling their knowledge of local curriculum (pre european) and their teaching and acknowledgement of Māori and the
Treaty, were encouraged to talk to Dallas about the process and look at the draft strategic plan. He has run several staff meetings at different schools about
localising curriculum.
Central / East Summary (St Anne’s Hub)
Over this strange year, our hub has been working on a ‘needs based focus’ until the Kāhui had developed more from the achievement challenges. We were looking
at ICT use and development should more lockdowns occur. Transition work has started between schools with visits beginning from teachers and staff. Cultural
work has started with schools being scoped for what is going well and future focuses. We had a full hub get together with a teacher from each school doing a TED
talk with the rest showing innovative work in our schools.
Discussion/Recommendations:
- With the restructured Kāhui Ako underway and making progress, the attention turns to the aims of the Kāhui Ako, especially the East Hub. These being, oral
language development through Better Start, and Story Telling alongside the Mana Ōrite – Cultural plan. These will need to weave throughout the East hub Charters
to continue development in these areas.

